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Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. Pick a chapter or review the game index. , the final showdown. This battle is much simpler than the previous one. In the two northern most places deploy Rosie and Alicia. In the two southern majority locations deploy two snipers. Elsewhere deploy Largo, two more lancers, and an engineer.
Make sure Welkin has all the ammunition he can for this battle. Change Edelweiss so he has as much ammunition as he can get. Turn 1 There are towers located around Marmota. Maximilian will draw energy from three of these towers at the same time. The key is to take out all three towers on your turn and then inflict some damage on Maximilian. You can look at the map to see which towers it draws
power from. They will have blue lines from the tower to Maximilian. Choose Rosie and pull her two towers to the south most. Now choose one of your snipers and pull them North most towers. Now choose Welkin. Move it north and get him to run the morter in Maximilian. Now choose Shamrock. Prepare him to run the morter in Maximilian. Choose Welkin again and get him to run the morter on Maximilian.
At the moment it will be about half of the health. He'll throw his shield out, disappear, and there'll be a little way north. Choose an engineer. Run her to Welkin to refill his ammunition and then heal her Rosie. Run it back south and hide it behind the walls where your troops started. Save the remaining two command points. Turn 2 Again and see which of the towers on your map have blue lines for Maximilian.
These are the towers that need to be pulled out. Choose Rosie, and pull her south tower the most. Choose one of your snipers and pull them north the most towers. Armored towers must be taken out with lancer. Choose one of your lancers and run them close to the base of the tower. You will have to spend two points to do so. They run two spears on a live tower to take it off. Once again you will spend
two points to do so. You should have nine team points. Choose Wellkin and get him to throw a morter at Maximilian. Choose Wellkin again, and force him to give up another morter on Maximilian. Once again select Wellkin, and force him to give up another morter on Maximilian. The last time you pick A Wellkin, and get him to throw a morter at Maximilian. Now choose an engineer, and run to Welkin to
replenish your ammunition. Turn 3 Pick Rosie. Let's get her out of the south tower. Choose one of your snipers and they sniff out the north most tower that Maximilian draws energy from. You will have to shoot twice, so it will take two shots. Now choose Largo, and he sniffs out the middle tower from which Maximilian draws energy. Once again it will take two shots, and two team points. I missed once, so it
took me an extra command post. Now select Welkin, and his lob morter on Maximilian. Choose Welkin again, and brow forehead Maximilion. Last time choose Wellkin, and brow morter on Maximilian. That's it. You beat him! Incarnations on BTVA: 3 Versions of 3 Name Filters: New - OldMost Reprisals - LeastLeasts - MostA - AOld - All Years -20112008 ALL SEE SHOWS MOVIES VIDEO GAMES GAMES
SHORTS/RIDES ATTRACTIONS COMMERCIALS Be the first to add to your favorites You can't die without my permission. The Valkyrie Chronicles 3 Maximilian (マクシミリア, Makusimirian?), also known as Maximilian Gaius von Reginrave in the anime is an imperial general and prince for the invasion of Gaulia. He is the principal antagonist of the Valkyria Chronicles. The profile of the Valkyrie
Chronicles Empire was almost overflowing with princes and princesses, and Maximilian was just one of many sons born to the current emperor. The only difference in Maximilian's case was that his mother was not the emperor's legal wife, but simply his false. Since his mother was not officially associated with any of the members of the royal family, no one considered Maximilian a real prince. In fact, most
members of the royal family treated Maximilian and his mother with great contempt, dubbing them spots on behalf of the royal family. Even as a child Maximilian understood what was going on around him, and constantly worried about the safety of his mother. His mother always had a brave face for him, however, and always told him to be proud of who he was. Inspired by her courage, Maximilian deeply
loved and admired his mother. Once Maximilian was enjoying a pleasant train ride with his mother and their servants when the train was suddenly engulfed in an explosion. Bitter and paranoid, the heirs of the imperial throne created a trap for Maximilian and his mother to reduce the threat of competition. Having lost his mother and all the people he truly trusted in this world at the time of the explosion,
Maximilian felt a powerful hatred of the Empire brewing within him. From that day on, Maximilian's actions were guided only by his desire to avenge his mother's death and to make the true and royal pedigree of the Empire. To avenge the Empire, Maximilian knew that he would have to wield irresistible power. Soon he turned to the famous legends of the ancient Valkirur and their Valkirur Power. Maximilian
began the search with the search for the remaining descendants of the ancient race and eventually discovered the existence of Selvaria, Valkyrie, which was quarantined at the Imperial Research Center of Valkyrie. With his true intentions cunningly disguised, he removed Selvaria from her difficult situation at the research center and invited her to stay with him at his estate. Maximilian invested most of his
time and finances to ensure that Selvaria received the best education that the Empire could offer, hoping that Selvaria would eventually become a useful pawn in his grand scheme. With about the Second War of Europe came the news that the ancient weapons of Valkirur are said to have been stored in the capital of Gaul. Maximilian's next goal was clear, and he soon proposed Gaul's invasion of the
Imperial Military Assembly. Maximilian cited the plentiful supply of Gaul ragnit as motivation for his offer. When the Valkirur power of Selvaria was on his side, and his military prowess spoke for itself, Maximilian was given the leadership of the Imperial Force that was to invade Gaul. Initially, Maximilian's plan to conquer Gaul and acquire Valkir of the Holy Spear seemed to be progressing exactly as he had
planned. However, when Squad 7s Interference and Alicia discovered her Valkirur Power, Maximilian's plan quickly began to crumble around him. In the last attempt to restore some semblance of control Maximilian turned into an artificial Valkyrie. This form offered Maximilian the power he had sought all his life, but on October 10, 1935, Faldio chose to sacrifice himself in order to put an end to Maximilian's
ambitions for good. Extended biography (VC3) A merciless quasi-crown prince who swore revenge on the empire in the name of his dead mother. -VC3 COMPLETE ARTWORKS Description General Maximilian commands the Gallic Invasion Front of the Empire Army. He is a quasi-crown prince of the Empire, and has been hailed a great hero for his excellent political and military prowess. Being the
illegitimate child of the current emperor, Maximilian had to endure a lot of abuse as a child, and his mother was killed in spite. This tragic upbringing left Maximilian with a deep-seated inability to trust others. Maximilian has neither the love nor the loyalty of the Empire, but in fact bitterly hates it. As a leader, Maximilian completely ignores things like social status and rank, treating everyone equally and
rewarding those who serve him well. It was because of this personal policy that he decided to use people like Jaeger and Selvaria, a wise decision that allowed him many victories. Since Maximilian sees people only for the skills they possess, he does not notice or understand that Selvaria has true and deep love for him. Maximilian recognizes Dachau's elite skills, but is always suspicious of his apparently
false displays of loyalty. To avenge his mother and conquer the Empire, Maximilian attached the Valkirur of the Holy Spear of Ranjris to Marmota, his massive ground battleship. Unfortunately for Maximilian, moving Marmota out of the town of Ranjriz in the hope of resisting an attack by the Gallic militia was his death, and he was killed in action against Squad 7. Maximilian's personality and characteristics
never allowed himself to depend on anyone but himself, and he did not say more than necessary. Whenever Maximilian spoke, he almost always used royal multiple numbers to refer to himself as it for monarchs and members of aristocratic circles. Despite his somewhat sidelined Maximilian was blessed with natural charisma and beautiful appearance, often expected from royal blood. In addition, it is
extremely principled about the rules of conduct and duty, and shows no compassion for war criminals and traitors. He also has great respect for Europe's past, at one point mentioning the possibility of easily killing Wellkin Gunther to avoid damaging the interior of the sacred temple. These attributes, coupled with his policy of providing equal opportunities to anyone from any social class, soon had many
qualified followers flocking to his banner. Maximilian has also studied the art of combat since childhood, and it is said that his fighting abilities surpassed even his Drei Stern. Maximilian's tendency to treat people in terms of their usefulness to him, without reference to anything else, led to the fact that he had an unusual relationship with a citizen of the Empire. In particular, he did not care in the slightest
when Cordelia Gi Randgriz showed him that she was actually Darcsen. His strong sense of duty also had a dark side. Anyone who did not do his duty, however unreasonable (or even if the debt was not Maximilian at all, as Mortis von Borg discovered), made himself useless in his eyes. Although his followers trusted him and were very loyal to him, Maximilian's decisions were guided only by his ultimate
goal. When it came to Selvaria, Maximilian treated her not as a simple pawn, but was very careful in the way he treated her. This was not due to any amount of romantic feelings, however, but instead is a reflection of the intense jealousy he felt towards her inhuman forces. He was so desperate to take revenge on his mother that Maximilian desired nothing in this world except raw power. Other phenomena
are samurai and dragons Maximilian in samurai and dragons. Maximilian makes an appearance in samurai and dragons as R monster cards. Like the R Monster card, Maximilian has a mercenary race and possesses a unique basic skill, The Path to the Conqueror. The quotes Attacking as Batomys Attacking as Artificial Valkyrie Orders Heady My Words and Know the Victory ... Break your fire, people!
Destroy our enemies! (Attack of all units) Trivia Drey Stern High Maximilian Members of Selvaria (en) Gregor Jager Jager valkyria chronicles maximilian fight. valkyria chronicles maximilian tank. valkyria chronicles maximilian tank radiator. valkyria chronicles maximilian healing. valkyria chronicles maximilian boss. valkyria chronicles kill maximilian. defeating maximilian valkyria chronicles. valkyria
chronicles 3 assassinate maximilian
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